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Abstract In this paper, we present a model of a game among teams. Each
team consists of a homogeneous population of agents. Agents within a team
are cooperative while the teams compete with other teams. The dynamics
and the costs are coupled through the empirical distribution (or the mean
field) of the state of agents in each team. This mean-field is assumed to be
observed by all agents. Agents have asymmetric information (also called a non-
classical information structure). We propose a mean-field based refinement of the
Team-Nash equilibrium of the game, which we call mean-field Markov perfect
equilibrium (MF-MPE). We identify a dynamic programming decomposition to
characterize MF-MPE. We then consider the case where each team has a large
number of players and present a mean-field approximation which approximates
the game among large-population teams as a game among infinite-population
teams. We show that MF-MPE of the game among teams of infinite population
is easier to compute and is an ε-approximate MF-MPE of the game among
teams of finite population.
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1 Introduction

Traditionally, agents in a multi-agent system are modeled either as cooperative
agents who optimize a common system-wide objective or as strategic agents who
optimize individual objectives. This difference in the behavior of agents leads to
different conceptual difficulties and different solution concepts. As a result, the
two settings are studied as separate sub-disciplines of decision theory: models
with cooperative agents are studied under the heading of team theory (Marschak
and Radner 1972) and models with strategic agents are studied under the
heading of game theory (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944). For the most
part, these two research subdisciplines have evolved independently.

However, in recent years, many applications have emerged which may
be considered as games among teams. Examples include: multiple demand
aggregators competing in the same electricity markets, multiple ride-sharing
companies competing in the same city, multiple firms competing in the same
industry with different levels of competitive advantages (Weintraub et al. 2008),
and the DARPA Spectrum Sharing Challenge, where teams of multiple radio
units compete with other such teams in the same geographic area (Tilghman
2019).

In such applications, teams of agents compete with other teams of agents.
These models are different from traditional team theory models because agents
belonging to different teams have separate objectives and are, therefore, not
cooperative. These models are also different from traditional game theory
models because agents belonging to the same team can enter into pregame
agreements; therefore, the notion of equilibrium in games among teams must
account for the possibility of simultaneous and coordinated deviations by all
agents belonging to the same team. Such an equilibrium is called a Team-Nash
equilibrium (Tang et al. 2022).

Games among teams are also different from cooperative games (Shapley
1953). In a game among teams, the team structure (i.e, which agent belongs to
which team) is pre-specified and unlike cooperative game theory, the process
of team formation and how to distribute rewards among members of the team
is not investigated.

L R
T 3, 3, 1 0, 0, 0
B 0, 0, 0 1, 1, 3

I

L R
T 0, 0, 0 1, 1, 5
B 2, 2, 2 0, 0, 0

II

Fig. 1 A game between the team of P1 (who chooses the row) and P2 (who chooses the
column) versus P3 (who chooses the matrix I or II).

To illustrate the difference between Nash equilibrium (NE) and Team-Nash
equilibrium (TNE), we consider a static game among two teams shown in
Fig. 1. If we view the above as multiplayer game with three players, then the
game has four NE in pure strategies: tpT, L, Iq, pB,R, Iq, pT,R, IIq, pB,L, IIqu.
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Of these, only tpT, L, Iq, pB,R, IIqu are TNE. pB,R, Iq is not TNE because
the team of P1 and P2 can deviate to pT, Lq and obtain a higher payoff. Thus,
the key difference between NE and TNE is that in TNE players belonging to
the same team can deviate together.

When agents in a team have symmetric information (as is the case in
the example above), the game among teams can be reduced to a regular
game by considering a single player with vector-valued actions. However, such
a reduction is not possible when players belonging to the same team have
asymmetric information. The situation is even more complicated for multi-
stage (or dynamic) games, where games among teams inherit all the conceptual
challenges of dynamic games with asymmetric information.

In many of the motivating applications described above, each team has a
large number of agents. So, we investigate games among teams where each
team has a large number of agents and call such systems mean-field games
among teams (or MFGT for short). In the last decade, various mean-field
approximations of teams and games with a large number of agents have been
proposed in the literature. The general flavor of the results are as follows. For
games, it is shown that an appropriate refinement of a Nash equilibrium of a
game with a large number of players can be approximated by an equilibrium
solution of a game with an infinite number of players Huang et al. (2007, 2012);
Lasry and Lions (2007); Weintraub et al. (2008) (and follow up literature).
Similarly, for teams, it is shown that a globally optimal solution of a team
with a large number of players can be approximated by an optimal solution of
a team with infinite number of players Arabneydi and Mahajan (2014, 2016);
Bäuerle (2023); Elliott et al. (2013).

Our main contribution is to show that a similar high-level idea works for
games among teams. In particular:

– We present a model of multi-stage games among teams where each team
has a large number of agents.

– We propose a mean-field based Markov perfect equilibrium (MF-MPE) for
the game among teams and present a dynamic programming decomposition
to compute MF-MPE.

– When each team has a large number of players, we approximate the system
with a game among teams with infinite players and show that any MF-MPE
of the infinite population game among teams is an ε-approximate MF-MPE
of the large population game among teams, where we provide an upper
bound on ε. Our approximation results are different from typical infinite-
population approximations in mean-field games (MFG). In MFG, as the
number of players becomes large, each player has negligible influence on the
dynamics and payoffs of other agents. However, in the game among teams,
the number of teams remains fixed, so a different approach is required to
establish the approximation results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review the relevant
literature. In Sect. 3, we present the system model and problem formulation for
mean-field game among teams. In Sect. 4, we present an equivalent game among
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coordinators for teams and show that any MPE (Markov perfect equilibrium) of
the game among coordinators is a Team-Nash equilibrium of the original game,
which we call MF-MPE (mean-field MPE). We also present a dynamic program
to characterize MF-MPE. In Sec. 5, we present a mean-field approximation of
MF-MPE when each team has a large number of players and we conclude in
Sect. 6

2 Literature Overview

There has been some recent interest in modeling and analyzing games among
teams. A dynamic game among teams with delayed intra-agent information
sharing is considered in Tang et al. (2022), where common-information based
refinements for Team-Nash equilibrium are presented. The results of Tang et al.
(2022) consider teams with general heterogeneous agents and no simplifications
due to homogeneity and large number of agents are consider. Such mean-field
approximations for games among teams are considered in Pedram and Tanaka
(2019); Yu et al. (2021); Sanjari et al. (2023); Guan et al. (2023) and we
summarize their results below.

Pedram and Tanaka (2019) are motivated by transportation networks and
focus on designing incentive mechanisms to mitigate congestion in routing
games over graphs. Their main result is proposing a toll mechanism, establishing
a mean-field limit of the resulting large population game among teams, and
showing that the resulting mean-field equilibrium can be computed efficiently.
Note that the dynamics and reward models considered in our setup are different
from Pedram and Tanaka (2019).

Yu et al. (2021) are motivated large firms aiming to develop new products or
technologies with a rank-based rewards, where each team member contributes
to the jump intensity of a common Poisson process, and the reward received
by each team depends on its ranking. Different settings are considered for
determining the team size: (i) by a central planner; (ii) by a team manager; and
(iii) by team members voting in a partnership. Their main result is to propose
a relative performance criteria which enables an explicit computation of the
equilibrium solution. The also establish that the equilibrium eliminates the
free riding problem. Note that the dynamics and reweard models considered in
our setup are different from Yu et al. (2021).

Sanjari et al. (2023) consider a generalization of Witsenhausen’s intrinsic
model (Witsenhausen 1975) in where there are multiple agents that act se-
quentially. Each agent acts only once. Agents belong to one of finite number of
teams and all agents within a team are exchangeable. They establish that the
setting with large number of agents in each team can be approximated by an
infinite population mean-field limit. Moreover, there exists a Nash equilibrium
for the infinite population limit which is symmetric (i.e., each agent in the team
considers identical strategies) and independently randomized. Note that in
contrast to Sanjari et al. (2023) we consider dynamic games (where each agent
acts more than once) and consider a refinement of Markov perfect equilibrium.
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Guan et al. (2023) zero-sum games between two teams is considered. Under
some technical assumptions, it is established that the optimal strategies of each
team can be computed via a common-information based dynamic programming
decomposition. It is then established that such games among teams with large
number of agents can be approximated by their mean-field limit. Note that in
contrast to Guan et al. (2023), we consider general sum games.

3 Model and problem formulation

3.1 Model of mean-field games among teams

3.1.1 State and action spaces

Consider a multi-agent system with K teams of homogeneous agents. Team
k P K :“ t1, . . . ,Ku consists of N pkq agents denoted by the set N pkq, with state
space Spkq and action space Apkq. We assume that Spkq and Apkq are finite sets.
At time t, the state and action of a generic agent i in the team k are denoted
by Si

t P Spkq and Ai
t P Apkq, respectively. Moreover, let

S
pkq

t “ pSi
tqiPN pkq and A

pkq

t “ pAi
tqiPN pkq

denote the states and actions of all agents in team k and

St “ pS
pkq

t qkPK and At “ pA
pkq

t qkPK

denote the global state and actions of the entire system.
Given spkq “ psiqiPN pkq , si P Spkq, we use ξpspkqq to denote the mean field

(or empirical distribution) of spkq, i.e.,

ξpspkqq “
1

N pkq

ÿ

iPN pkq

δsi ,

where δs is a Dirac delta measure centered at s. We use Z
pkq

t “ ξpS
pkq

t q to
denote the mean field of the team k, Zpkq to denote the space of realizations of

Z
pkq

t , Zt “ pZ
pkq

t qkPK to denote the mean field of the entire system, and Z˚ to
denote the space of realizations of Zt. With a slight abuse of notation, we use
Zt “ ξpStq to denote the mean-field of the entire system corresponding to the
global state St.

3.1.2 System dynamics

We use ps1:T , a1:T q to denote a realization of pS1:T , A1:T q and z
pkq

t “ ξps
pkq

t q to
denote the mean field at time t. We assume that the initial states of all agents
are independent, i.e.,

PpS1 “ s1q “
ź

kPK

ź

iPN pkq

PpSi
1 “ si1q “:

ź

kPK

ź

iPN pkq

P
pkq

0 psi1q,
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where P
pkq

0 denotes the initial state distribution of agents in team k. The global
state of the system evolves independently across agents in a controlled Markov
manner, i.e.,

PpSt`1 “ st`1 | S1:t “ s1:t, A1:t “ a1:tq

“
ź

kPK

ź

iPN pkq

PpSi
t`1 “ sit`1 | St “ st, At “ atq.

Finally, all agents within a team are exchangeable. So the state evolution of a
generic agent depends on the states and actions of other agents only through
the mean-fields of the states of the teams, i.e., for agent i in team k,

PpSi
t`1 “ sit`1 | St “ st, At “ atq “ PpSi

t`1 “ sit`1 | Si
t “ sit, A

i
t “ ait, Zt “ ztq

“: P pkqpsit`1 | sit, a
i
t, ztq,

where P pkq denotes the controlled transition matrix for team k.
Combining all of the above, we have

PpSt`1 “ st`1 | S1:t “ s1:t, A1:t “ a1:tq “
ź

kPK

ź

iPN pkq

P pkqpsit`1 | sit, a
i
t, ztq. (1)

3.1.3 Cost function

There is a cost function: c
pkq

t : Spkq ˆ Apkq ˆ Z˚ Ñ R associated with each
agent in team k. The per-step cost incurred by team k is the average of the
cost associated with all agents in the team, i.e,

C
pkq

t “
1

N pkq

ÿ

iPN pkq

c
pkq

t pSi
t , A

i
t, Ztq. (2)

3.1.4 Information structure and control laws

We assume that the system has mean-field sharing information-structure (Arab-
neydi and Mahajan 2014), i.e., each agent has access to its local state Si

t and
the history of mean-field Z1:t of all teams. Thus, the information available to
agent i is given by:

Iit “ tSi
t , Z1:tu. (3)

In addition, we assume that all agents in team k use identical1 (stochastic)

control laws: π
pkq

t : Spkq ˆ Z˚t
Ñ ∆pApkqq to choose the action at time t, i.e.,

Ai
t „ π

pkq

t pSi
t , Z1:tq, (4)

1 Restricting attention to identical strategies for all agents in a team may result in a loss
of optimality for that team. However, as argued in Arabneydi and Mahajan (2014), such a
restriction is often justifiable due to other considerations such as simplicity, robustness and
fairness.
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where each agent randomizes independently. Let πpkq :“ pπ
pkq

1 , . . . , π
pkq

T q denote
the strategy of team k. We use πp´kq to denote the strategy of all teams other
than k. Given a strategy π “ pπpkq, πp´kqq for all teams, the expected total
cost incurred by team k is given by the following:

J pkqpπpkq, πp´kqq “ Epπpkq,πp´kq
q

„ T
ÿ

t“1

C
pkq

t

ȷ

. (5)

It is assumed that the system dynamics pP
pkq

0 qkPK, pP pkqqkPK, the cost
functions pcpkqqkPK and the information structure are common knowledge for
all agents. Each team is interested in minimizing the total expected cost
incurred over a finite horizon. Following Tang et al. (2022), we say that a
strategy profile π˚ “ pπ˚pkqqkPK is a Team-Nash equilibrium if for all teams
k P K and all other strategy profiles πpkq for team k, we have:

J pkqpπ˚pkq, π˚p´kqq ď J pkqpπpkq, π˚p´kqq. (6)

In the sequel, we refer to the model defined above as mean-field game among
teams (MFGT). We are interested in the following:

Game 1 Identify a Team-Nash equilibrium of the mean-field game among
teams (MFGT) model defined above.

3.2 Salient features of the model

Some salient features of the MFGT model are as follows:

3.2.1 Dynamic Game with asymmetric information

MFGT is a dynamic game (also called stochastic game), where there is a state
space model which describes the evolution of the state of the environment.
Agents have imperfect and asymmetric information about the state of the
environment.

3.2.2 All agents in a team are homogeneous

We have assumed that all agents in a team have homogeneous dynamics and cost
functions. This assumption is made only for ease of exposition. It is conceptually
straightforward to extend the discussion to models with heterogeneous agents
where the agents have multiple types. In fact, such a model can be converted
into a model with homogeneous agents by augmenting the state space and
considering the type of each agent to be a (static) component of its state.
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3.2.3 All agents in a team play identical strategies

In a general Team-Nash equilibrium (Tang et al. 2022), all agents in a team
are allowed to deviate together and in a correlated manner. However, we have
imposed an additional assumption that all agents in a team play identical
strategies. Under this assumption, when agents in a team consider deviations,
they only consider deviations in which all agents of that team are playing
identical (randomized) strategies.

3.2.4 Agents in a team randomize independently

We have assumed that all agents randomize independently. In principle, at
each time, agents in the same team could randomize in a correlated manner,
but we do not consider that setup in this paper. Correlated randomizations
can be obtained by augmenting the state space of all agents in a team with a
common correlating random variable, which is independent over time.

4 Mean-field based Markov perfect equilibrium (MF-MPE)

4.1 Road map of the solution approach

Our main conceptual idea is as follows. First, we start by an alternative,
but equivalent representation of the mean-field in terms of the state counts.
Borrowing the idea of prescriptions (i.e., partially evaluated strategies) from
decentralized stochastic control (Nayyar et al. 2013), we show that state-counts
(and, therefore, the mean-field) is a controlled Markov process controlled by
prescriptions. Using these results, we show that for any team k and any arbitrary
but fixed strategy π´k of all teams other than k, the mean-field tZtutě1 is
an information state for players of team k in the sense of Subramanian et al.
(2022) (see Proposition 1). Therefore, we can follow the idea of game between
virtual players introduced by Nayyar et al. (2014), to propose a game between
K virtual players, where virtual player k P K observes the mean-field Zt and
chooses the prescription for all agents in team k. We call this game, Game 2, and
show that Game 2 is equivalent to Game 1. In particular, any Nash equilibrium
of Game 2 is a Team-Nash equilibrium of Game 1 (see Theorem 1).

Game 2 is a dynamic game with perfect information. Following Maskin
and Tirole (1988a,b), we can identify a dynamic program to characterize the
Markov perfect equilibria (i.e., a Nash equilibria where all players play Markov
strategies) of Game 2 (see Theorem 2). By Theorem 1, any MPE identified by
the dynamic program of Theorem 2 is a Team-Nash equilibrium of Game 1.
We call such Team-Nash equilibria as MF-MPE (mean-field Markov perfect
equilibria).
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4.2 A count-based representation of the mean-field

We start by an alternative, but equivalent, representation of the mean-field in
terms of state counts. Count-based representation has been explored earlier
in collective decentralized POMDPs (Nguyen et al. 2017) for systems with a
single team. We generalize these ideas to mean-field systems with multiple
teams. We start by defining different types of counts:

– State counts, denoted by M
pkq

t , which count the number of agents of team
k in each state and is given by

M
pkq

t psq “
ÿ

iPNpkq

1tSi
t “ su, @s P Spkq.

– State-action counts, denoted by ĎM
pkq

t , count the number of agents of team
k in each state-action pair and is given by

ĎM
pkq

t ps, aq “
ÿ

iPNpkq

1tSi
t “ s,Ai

t “ au, @s, a P Spkq ˆ Apkq.

– State-action-next state counts, denoted by xM
pkq

t , count the number of agents
of team k in each state-action-next-state tuples, and is given by:

xM
pkq

t ps, a, s1q “
ÿ

iPNpkq

1tSi
t “ s,Ai

t “ a, Si
t`1 “ s1u, @s, a, s1 P SpkqˆApkqˆSpkq.

Similar to mean-field, we use Mt “ pM
pkq

t qkPK, ĎMt “ pĎM
pkq

t qkPK, and xMt “

pxM
pkq

t qkPK to denote the counts for the entire system.
Note that the state counts are equivalent to the empirical mean field, i.e.,

M
pkq

t “ N pkqZ
pkq

t , or equivalently, Z
pkq

t “ M
pkq

t {N pkq. We use Zt “ µpMtq to
denote the vector of mean-fields equivalent to the vector Mt of counts.

The main advantage of a count-based representation is that it captures
the inherent symmetry in the model due to the homogeneity of agents. For
example, the state dynamics (1) may be written as

PpSt`1 “ st`1 | S1:t “ s1:t, A1:t “ a1:tq

“
ź

kPK

ź

psi,ai,si`qP

Spkq
ˆApkq

ˆSpkq

P pkqpsi` | s, ai, ξpstqqxm
pkq
t psi,ai,si`q, (7)

where pm
pkq

t denotes the realization of xM
pkq

t along the sample path psi1:t`1, a
i
1:tq.

Furthermore, the average cost Cpkq (which is given by (2)) may be written as

C
pkq

t “
ÿ

siPSpkq

ai
PApkq

cpkqpsi, ai, ξpstqqm̄
pkq

t psi, aiq, (8)

where m̄
pkq

t denotes the realization of ĎM
pkq

t along the sample path psi1:t, a
i
1:tq.

Notice that computing the right-hand-side expressions in (7) and (8) require
only aggregate information, namely counts pmk

t and smk
t for each team k. We

will exploit such symmetries to present a simpler and equivalent representation
of Game 1.
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4.3 Dynamics of the counts

Given any strategy π “ pπp1q, . . . , πpKqq for the system and any realization
z1:T of the mean field Z1:T (or equivalently, for any realization mt of the state
counts Mt and zt “ µpmtq), we define the following partial functions, which
we call prescriptions following the terminology of Nayyar et al. (2013):

γ
pkq

t “ π
pkq

t p¨, z1:tq, @k P K. (9)

When the realization z1:t is given, γ
pkq

t is a function from Spkq to ∆pApkqq.
When Z1:t is a random variable, πpkqp¨, Z1:tq is a random function from Spkq

to ∆pApkqq and we denote this random function by Γ
pkq

t . We use γt to denote

pγ
p1q

t , . . . , γ
pKq

t q and Γt to denote pΓ
p1q

t , . . . Γ
pKq

t q.
Now we describe the dynamics of the state counts given the current state

count mt and prescription γ
pkq

t q.

4.3.1 From state-counts to state-action counts

Let m
pkq

t and sm
pkq

t be consistent values of state counts and state-action counts,
i.e.,

m
pkq

t psq “
ÿ

aPApkq

sm
pkq

t ps, aq, @s P Spkq.

Then, from a basic combinatorial counting argument, we get

PpM̄
pkq

t “ sm
pkq

t | Mt “ mt, Γ
pkq

t “ γ
pkq

t q

“
ź

sPSpkq

«

m
pkq

t psq!
ś

aPApkq m̄
pkq

t ps, aq

ź

aPApkq

γ
pkq

t pa|sqm̄
pkq
t ps,aq

ff

, (10)

which is a product of multinomial distributions.

4.3.2 From state-action counts to state-action-state counts

Let m
pkq

t , sm
pkq

t and pm
pkq

t be consistent values of state counts, state-action
counts and state-action-next state counts, i.e.,

smk
t ps, aq “

ÿ

s1PSpkq

pm
pkq

t ps, a, s1q, @s, a P Spkq ˆApkq.

Let zt be the mean-field corresponding to pm
p1q

t , . . . ,m
pKq

t q. Then, from a basic
combinatorial counting argument, we get

PpxM
pkq

t “ pm
pkq

t | ĎM
pkq

t “ sm
pkq

t ,Mt “ mtq

“
ź

sPSpkq

aPApkq

«

sm
pkq

t ps, aq!
ś

s1 pm
pkq

t ps, a, s1q!

ź

s1PSpkq

P pkq
`

s1 | s, a, ztq
xm

pkq
t ps,a,s1

q

ff

, (11)

which is also a product of multinomial distributions.
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4.3.3 From state-action-state counts to updated state counts

Let pm
pkq

t and m
pkq

t`1 be consistent values of state-action-state and state counts,
i.e.,

m
pkq

t`1ps1q “
ÿ

sPSpkq

ÿ

aPApkq

pm
pkq

t ps, a, s1q, @s1 P Spkq. (12)

Thus, if we “marginalize” the sampled state-action-next state count pm
pkq

t , we

will obtain the state count m
pkq

t`1.

4.4 A game between virtual players

We start by establishing that the mean-field Zt is an information state (in the
sense of Subramanian et al. (2022)) for every team.

Proposition 1 For any strategy π “ pπp1q, . . . , πpKqq and any time t P t1, . . . , T u,
the mean field tZtutě1 is an information state for every team k, i.e., the fol-
lowing properties hold for any realization pz1:t, γ1:tq of pZ1:t, Γ1:tq:

(P1) Sufficient for performance evaluation:

ErC
pkq

t | Z1:t “ z1:t, Γ1:t “ γ1:ts “ ErC
pkq

t | Zt “ zt, Γ
pkq

t “ γ
pkq

t s

“: ℓ
pkq

t pzt, γ
pkq

t q (13)

(P2) Sufficient for predicting itself: for any z “ pzp1q, . . . zpKqq P Z˚, we
have

PpZt`1 “ z | Z1:t “ z1:t, Γ1:t “ γ1:tq

“
ź

kPK
PpZ

pkq

t`1 “ Zpkq | Zt “ zt, Γ
pkq

t “ γ
pkq

t q

“:
ź

kPK
Qpkqpzpkq | zt, γ

pkq

t q,

“: Qpz | zt, γtq, (14)

where Qpkqpzpkq | zt, γ
pkq

t q may be computed by combining (10)–(12).

Proof Property (P1) follows from (8) and (10). Property (P2) follows from (10)–
(12) and the fact that there is a one-to-one relationship between the mean field
Zt and the state counts Mt.

Following Nayyar et al. (2014), we consider a stochastic game between

K virtual players. At time t, the state is Zt “ pZ
p1q

t , . . . , Z
pKq

t q P Z˚; virtual

player k P K observes Zt, chooses the prescription γ
pkq

t : Spkq Ñ ∆pApkqq, and
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incurs a per-step cost ℓpkqpZt, γ
pkq

t q given by (13). The initial state Z1 has a
probability mass function given by:

PpZ1 “ zq “
ź

kPK
PpZ

pkq

1 “ zpkqq

“
ź

kPK

ÿ

spkqPpSpkqqN
pkq

ź

iPN pkq

P
pkq

0 psi1q. (15)

The state Zt evolves in a controlled Markov manner according to (14).
The information available to the virtual player at time t is the history

of mean-fields Z1:t. Virtual player k selects the prescription according to a
strategy φpkq, i.e.,

Γ
pkq

t “ φpkqpZ1:tq.

Let φpkq “ pφ
pkq

1 , . . . , φ
pkq

T q denote the strategy of virtual player k. Then, the
total cost incurred by virtual player k is given by:

Lpkqpφpkq, φp´kqq “ E
”

T
ÿ

t“1

ℓ
pkq

t pZt, Γ
pkqq

ı

. (16)

We are interested in the following:

Game 2 Given the system model described above, identify a Nash equilibrium

strategy φ˚ “ pφ˚pkqqkPK, i.e., φ
˚pkq

t : Zt ÞÑ Γ pkq, i.e., for any other strategy
φ “ pφpkqqkPK, we have

Lpkqpφ˚pkq, φ˚p´kqq ď Lpkqpφpkq, φ˚p´kqq, @k P K. (17)

4.5 Relationship between Games 1 and 2

We have the following result that connects the solutions of Game 1 and Game 2.

Theorem 1 Let π “ pπp1q, . . . , πpKqq be a Team-Nash equilibrium of Game 1.
Define a strategy φ “ pφp1q, . . . , φpKqq for Game 2 as follows: for any z1:t P Z˚t:

φ
pkq

t pz1:tq “ π
pkq

t p¨, z1:tq. (18)

Then φ is a Nash equilibrium for Game 2.
Conversely, let φ “ pφp1q, . . . , φpKqq by any Nash equilibrium for Game 2.

Define a strategy π “ pπp1q, . . . , πpkqq for Game 1 as follows: for any s P Spkq

and z P Z˚,

π
pkq

t ps, z1:tq “ φ
pkq

t pz1:tqpsq. (19)

Then π is a Team-Nash equilibrium of Game 1.

See Appendix A
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4.6 Markov perfect equilibrium for Game 2

Game 2 among virtual players is a game with perfect information since all
players choose prescriptions based on the history Z1:t of mean-field which is
common knowledge between the players. Proposition 1 implies that we can view
the current mean field Zt as the “state” of the system. Following Maskin and
Tirole (1988a,b), we restrict our attention to the Markov perfect equilibrium for
Game 2, which can be thought of as a subgame perfect equilibrium of Game 2
where all virtual players are playing Markov strategies which map current state
to prescriptions. Such a Markov perfect equilibrium can be obtained using
dynamic programming as follows (Maskin and Tirole 1988a,b).

Theorem 2 Consider a strategy profile ψ “ pψpkqqkPK, where each virtual

player is playing a Markov strategy, i.e., ψ
pkq

t : Zt ÞÑ Γ
pkq

t .
A necessary and sufficient condition for ψ to be a Markov perfect equilibrium

for Game 2 is that it satisfy the following conditions:

1. For each possible realization zT of ZT , define the value function for virtual
player k:

V
pkq

T pzT q “ min
γ

pkq

T

ℓ
pkq

T pzT , γ
pkq

T q. (20)

Then, ψ
pkq

T pzT q must be a minimizing γ
pkq

T in (20).
2. For t P tT ´ 1, . . . , 1u and for each possible realization zt of Zt, recursively

define the value function for virtual player k:

V
pkq

t pztq “
ÿ

iPNpkq

E
“

ℓ
pkq

t pzt, γ
pkq

t q ` V
pkq

t`1pZt`1q
ˇ

ˇ F pkq
‰

(21)

where the event F pkq “ tZt “ zt, Γ
pkq

t “ γ
pkq

t , Γ
p´kq

t “ ψ
p´kq

t pztqu and the

expectation is with respect to the distribution (14). Then, ψ
pkq

t pztq must be

a minimizing γ
pkq

t in (21).

Remark 1 Theorem 2 states that the Markov perfect equilibrium for the virtual
players can be obtained by dynamic programming. Let ψ be such a Markov
perfect equilibrium. Let π be the policy obtained by (19). Then, by Theorem 1,
π is a Team-Nash equilibrium of Game 1, which we call mean-field based Markov
perfect equilibrium (MF-MPE).

Remark 2 In general, solving the dynamic program of Theorem 2 suffers from

the curse of dimensionality. The space Zpkq has at most pN pkq ` 1q|Spkq
| ele-

ments, which increase polynomially with the number N pkq of agents. Another
added challenge is that it is complicated to explicitly construct the conditional
distribution Qpkq used in property (P2) of Proposition 1. An approach to
bypass both difficulties is to use sampling-based reinforcement learning tech-
niques Chang et al. (2007) which do not explicitly construct the action-value
function. Sampling based techniques are particularly efficient in our setting
because the condition distribution Qpkq are defined via a series of products of
multinomial distributions (10) and (11), so we can efficiently sample from Qpkq

without constructing it explicitly.
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Remark 3 Sampling from the multinomial distribution is still computationally
involved when the number N ppkqq of agents in each team is large. In such a set-
ting, one option is to approximate the dynamics Qpkq by using the multivariate
Gaussian approximation to the multinomial distribution.

5 Mean-field approximation

In this section, we consider the setting in which each team has a large number of
players. We approximate the system by an infinite population mean field limit
and show that any MPE of the infinite population game is an ε-Team-Nash
equilibrium of the original game, where ε “ pεkqkPK and εk “ Op1{

?
N pkqq.

The infinite population approximation provides a drastic simplification of
the dynamic program of Theorem 2 because in the infinite population mean-
field system, the mean-field is equivalent to the statistical distribution of the
agents and, therefore, evolves in a deterministic manner.

5.1 Regularity conditions on the system

When there are N pkq agents in team k, the mean-field Z
pkq

t takes values in Zpkq,
which is the set of all probability mass functions (PMFs) zpkq on Spkq such that
N pkqzpkq is a vector of non-negative integers. Note that Zpkq Ă ∆pSpkqq, the
set of all PMFs on Spkq. To understand the behavior of the finite population
system as the number of agents become large, we first extend the domain of
zpkq in the cost function and the transition functions from Zpkq to ∆pSpkqq.
In particular, we let Z̄˚ denote the set

ś

kPK∆pSpkqq and assume that the

per-step cost function c
pkq

t is a function from Spkq ˆ Apkq ˆ Z̄˚ to R and the
controlled transition matrix P pkq is a transition matrix from Spkq ˆ Apkq ˆ Z̄˚

to Spkq.

We start with some formal definitions needed to define the Lipschitz con-

tinuity of c
pkq

t and P pkq. Let d
pkq
s be a metric on the state space Spkq, k P K.

Then, based on this metric, let d
pkq
w be the Kantorovich metric (also called

Wasserstein metric) on ∆pSpkqq (i.e., the space of mean-fields for each team)
k P K. Define a metric dW on the set of mean-fields for all teams Z̄˚ as:

dWpz, ẑq “
ÿ

kPK

´

d
pkq
w pzpkq, ẑpkqq

¯

, z, ẑ P Z̄˚. (22)

5.2 Infinite population mean-field approximation

We now consider an infinite population approximation of Game 2, where

we approximate the per-step cost ℓ
pkq

t and the dynamics Qpkq, defined in
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Proposition 1 by ℓ̄pkq and Q̄pkq defined as follows:

ℓ̄
pkq

t pz̄, γpkqq “
ÿ

sPSpkq

z̄pkqpsqc
pkq

t ps, γpkqpsq, z̄q, (23)

Q̄pkqpz̄pkq | z̄, γpkqq “ 1tz̄pkq “ q̄pkqpz̄, γpkqqqu, (24)

where

q̄pkqpz̄, γpkqqq “
ÿ

sPSpkq

z̄
pkq

t psqP pkqps1|s, γ
pkq

t psq, z̄tq, (25)

and under the mean-field dynamics

PpZt`1|Zt “ zt, Γt “ γtq “: q̄pz̄t, γtq “
ź

kPK
q̄pkqpz̄, γpkqqq. (26)

Lemma 1 The infinite population game is an approximation of the finite
population game in the following sense.

1. For any k P K, we have

ˇ

ˇℓ
pkq

t pz, γpkqq ´ ℓ̄
pkq

t pz, γpkqq
ˇ

ˇ “ 0,@z P Z˚, γpkq

2. For any k P K, we have

dWpq̄pzt, γtq, Qp¨ | zt, γtqqď
ÿ

kPK

κ
?
N pkq

“: δt

where κ is a constant that depends on the state spaces Spkq and the metric
ds.

Proof The first part of the lemma follows from the definitions of ℓpkq and ℓ̄pkq.
For the second point, we first note that from (Sinha and Mahajan 2023, Lemma
4) we have:

dWpq̄pzt, γtq, Qp¨ | zt, γtqq ď
ÿ

kPK
dWpQpkqp¨ | zt, γ

pkq

t q, q̄pkqpzt, γ
pkq

t q,

Furthermore, concentration of empirical measure to statistical measure with
respect to the Wasserstein distance (Sommerfeld et al. 2018) implies that

dWpq̄pkqpzt, γ
pkq

t , Qpkqp¨ | zt, γ
pkq

t qq ď
κ

?
N pkq

,

where κ is a constant that depends on the state spaces Spkq and the metric ds.
Combining the above two equations implies the second result.

Since the infinite population approximation is a Markov game, its Markov
perfect equilibrium is characterized as follows (Maskin and Tirole 1988a,b).
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Theorem 3 Consider a strategy profile ψ̄ “ pψ̄pkqqkPK, where each virtual
player is playing a Markov strategy.

A necessary and sufficient condition for ψ̄ to be a Markov perfect equilibrium
for the mean-field limit of Game 2 is that it satisfy the following conditions:

1. For each possible realization z̄T of Z̄T , define the value function for virtual
player k:

sV
pkq

T pz̄T q “ min
γ

pkq

T

ℓ̄
pkq

T pz̄T , γ
pkq

T q. (27)

Then, ψ̄
pkq

T pz̄T q must be a minimizing γ
pkq

T in (27).
2. For t P tT ´ 1, . . . , 1u and for each possible realization z̄t of Z̄t, recursively

define the value function for virtual player k:

sV
pkq

t pz̄tq “ min
γ

pkq
t

!

ℓ̄
pkq

t pz̄t, γ
pkq

t q ` sV
pkq

t`1

`

pqpkqpz̄t, γ
pkq

t qqkPK
˘

)

. (28)

Then ψ̄
pkq

t pz̄tq must be a minimizing γ
pkq

t in (28).

5.3 ϵ-Team-Nash equilibrium

Now we address the fundamental question of the mean-field approximation: is
the infinite poulation approximation good and, if so, in what sense? We show
that the any MPE of the infinite population limit is an approximate MPE of
the original finite population game, where the approximation error scales as
Op1{Nq.

Theorem 4 Suppose there exists an MPE ψ̄ for the infinite population game

such that the corresponding total costs sL
pkq

t are Lpkq

t -Lipschitz, k P K, t P time.
Then, ψ̄ is an Op1{

?
Nq-approximate MPE of the finite population game, where

N “ inf N pkq. In particular, for any other strategy ψpkq of team k, we have

sLpkqpψ̄pkq, ψ̄p´kqq ď sLpkqpψpkq, ψ̄p´kqq ` 2
T

ÿ

t“1

ÿ

kPK

κpkqLpkq

t?
Nk

Proof See Appendix B

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a model for mean-field games among teams and pre-
sented a common-information based refinement of the Team-Nash equilibrium
for this game. This common-information based Markov perfect equilibrium can
be obtained by solving coupled dynamic programs. These dynamic programs
use the mean field of all teams as a state. In general, solving such dynamic
programs suffers from the curse of dimensionality. To circumvent this curse
of dimensionality, we use a mean-field limit to approximate finite population
teams by an infinite population. We show that a Markov perfect equilibrium
obtained using the mean-field approximations is an approximate Markov perfect
equilibrium of the orignal game.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

We first establish some intermediate results.

Lemma 2 Given a strategy π of Game 1, let φ be a strategy of Game 2 constructed
according to (18). Then, for any time t and any realizations z1:t and γ1:t of Z1:t and Γ1:t,
we have that

PπpZ1:T “ z1:T , Γ1:T “ γ1:tq “ PφpZ1:T “ z1:T , Γ1:T “ γ1:tq

Proof For simplicity of notation, we write Pπpz1:t, γ1:tq instead of PπpZ1:T “ z1:t, Γ1:T “

γ1:tq and use similar shortcuts for other terms as well.
The proof proceeds by induction on T . For t “ 1, both sides of the equation do not

depend on the strategies, and the result is trivially true. This forms the basis of induction.
Now, suppose that the result is true for t and consider the system at t ` 1. From property
(P2) of Proposition 1, we have

Pπpzt`1 | z1:t, γ1:tq “ Qpzt`1 | zt, γtq (29)

and similarly

Pφpzt`1 | z1:t, γ1:tq “ Qpzt`1 | zt, γtq. (30)

Furthermore, the construction of strategy φ implies that

Pπpγt`1 | z1:t`1, γ1:tq “ Pφpγt`1 | z1:t`1, γ1:tq. (31)

Properties (29)–(31) along with the induction hypothesis implies that

Pπpz1:t`1, γ1:t`1q “ Pπpγt`1 | z1:t`1, γ1:tqPπpzt`1 | z1:t, γ1:tqPπpz1:t, γ1:tq

“ Pφpγt`1 | z1:t`1, γ1:tqPφpzt`1 | z1:t, γ1:tqPφpz1:t, γ1:tq

“ Pφpz1:t`1, γ1:t`1q. (32)

This completes the induction step.

Lemma 3 Given a strategy φ of Game 2, let π be a strategy of Game 1 constructed
according to (19). Then, for any time t and any realizations z1:t and γ1:t of Z1:t and Γ1:t,
we have that

PφpZ1:T “ z1:T , Γ1:T “ γ1:tq “ PπpZ1:T “ z1:T , Γ1:T “ γ1:tq

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 and is omitted.
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Lemma 4 Given a strategy π of Game 1, let φ be a strategy of Game 2 constructed
according to (18). Then,

Jpkqpπq “ Lpkqpφq.

Proof Arbitrarily fix a team k P K and consider

EπrCpkqs
paq
“ Eπ

“

ErCpkq | Z1:t, γ1:ts
‰ pbq

“ EπrℓpkqpZt, γ
pkq
t qs (33)

where paq follows from the smoothing property of conditional expectation and pbq follows
from (P1) in Proposition 1. Therefore,

Jpkqpπq
pcq
“ Eπ

„ T
ÿ

t“1

ℓpkqpZt, γ
pkq
t q

ȷ

pdq
“ Eφ

„ T
ÿ

t“1

ℓpkqpZt, γ
pkq
t q

ȷ

“ Lpkqpφq (34)

where pcq follows from (33) and pdq follows from Lemma 2.

Lemma 5 Given a strategy φ of Game 2, let π be a strategy of Game 1 constructed
according to (19). Then,

Jpkqpπq “ Lpkqpφq.

The proof argument is similar to that of Lemma 4 and is omitted.
Now we are ready to prove the result of Theorem 1. Let π be a NE for Game 1 and let φ

be a strategy for Game 2 constructed according to (18). Suppose φ is not a NE for Game 2.
That is, there exists a team k P K and a strategy ψpkq for team k such that

Lpkqpψpkq, φp´kqq ă Lpkqpφpkq, φp´kqq.

Let π̄pkq be the strategy for Game 1 corresponding to ψpkq constructed according to (19).
Then, Lemmas 5 implies that

Jpkqpπ̄pkq, πp´kqq ă Jpkqpπpkq, πp´kqq

contradicting the fact that π is a NE for Game 1. Therefore, φ must be a NE of Game 2.
The second part of the theorem can be proved by an analogous argument.

B Proof of Theorem 4

Proof Fix a virtual player k and the strategy profile ψ̄p´kq for the other virtual players and
consider the best response dynamics at virtual player k given by the dynamic program in
Thm. 2. The idea of the proof is to show that the history compression function νtpz1:t, γ1:tq “

zt dynamics pq
pkq
t qkPK and the per-step cost ℓ̄

pkq
t is an approximate information state (AIS)

as defined in Subramanian et al. (2022). In particular, we observe that:

Erℓ
pkq
t pz, γpkqq ´ ℓ̄

pkq
t pνtpz1:t, γ1:tq, γ

pkqqs “ 0 :“ εt, (35)

and

dKpPpZt`1|Zt “ zt, Γt “ γtq, qtpzt, γtqq ď
ÿ

kPK

κ
?
Npkq

:“ δt, (36)

which follow from Lemma 1. Equations (35), (36) show that pνt, pq
pkq
t qkPK, ℓ̄

pkq
t q is an AIS.

Then, the result follows from (Subramanian et al. 2022, Theorem 9).
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